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Disclaimer
The expression of these questions, postulates, speculations, and
perspectives are those of the author alone. They do not represent an
official position at this juncture of any agency or administration. The
perspectives presented in this working paper represent the compilation
of others reports that have to be validated to be deemed facts. Till
such time as that, they are accorded the status of hypotheses. WIthout
personal access to all of the first hand material, I have to maintain that
most of these matters in need of historical validation before being
completely accepted. They are presented as the overture for a
conversation to explore these matters with a view to paving the way
toward a more gentle resolution of issues bearing on the health and
well-being of our relations with our galactic cousins and neighbors now
as well as in our future. Hence, this is a mere working paper.
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Supplemental Disclaimer
I have not personally had any knowing content with an extra-terrestrial
biological entity (EBEN), nor do I intend in any way to imply that I have.
My scientific empiricism predisposes me to demand replicable
evidence that is susceptible to inter-subjective observation, testing,
and/or measurement according to empirically based reliable and valid
methods. This makes acceptance of assertions of reality of such
entities a bit of a challenge. Could these entities be programmable
robotic life-forms? We need to be careful about making assumptions in
this area in light of rumors that attributions to E.T. aliens was an official
modus operandi of derogating the ”source” of very advanced scientific
technology, reported by Richard C. Doty, after he retired from his
position with USAF Office of Special Investigations.
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Caveat: It’s a Wonderful World if we can Preserve it I
Some of the phenomena discussed may be challenging to conventional history and the nature of
the reality as is commonly understood. In learning the historical truth as it unfolds, the reader is
warned that the subject may be unsettling and a bit hard to accept. Nonetheless, we need to
fearlessly search for it, acknowledge the truth once it has been scientifically confirmed, so that we
can learn how best to deal with and adjust to it. We are entering a new awakening of what has
happened, what is possible, what are emerging threats, and what may seem beyond the reach of
contemporary science, technology, laws, social norms, and cultural custom to properly address.

Nonetheless, we need to accept the new nature of reality to help society adjust to it so we can
preserve what supports the common good and while preserving the measures that protect the
human rights for all concerned as well as to defend ourselves against those who want to abuse
or destroy the society that we are trying to preserve, protect, and improve. We need to try to
resolve our conflicting interests in the most civilized and humane way possible, allowing society
to evolve in a manner most responsive to the needs and desires of the public.
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Caveat: It’s a Wonderful World if we can Preserve it II
A framework for pacific settlement of conflicts of interest
We need to promote the pacific settlement of conflict of vital interests through diplomacy. It is
essential to abide by the national sovereignty and territorial integrity of all nation-states.
Unprovoked military aggression for political annexation with or without human subjugation is a
war crime. Indiscriminate attacks on a civilian population are a heinous form of genocide. Along
with human subjugation and enslavement, such aggression constitutes crimes against humanity.

International surveillance of military threat
International disputes take place when one political faction or national state aggresses against
another. To determine the nature of the hostilities and the identity of the initiator of those
hostilities, it is necessary to have adequate means of monitoring the testing, development, and
deployment of weapon systems against potential adversaries. While the development of arsenals
is correlated and the perceived balance of force exists, there is likely to be a form of military
deterrence. When the configuration of forces becomes seriously unbalanced, the risk of
hostilities grows. The systems that perform this surveillance are necessary for national security
and need to be safeguarded and developed.
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Caveat: It’s a Wonderful World if we can Preserve it III
.

Arms control of weapons of mass destruction
Without proper arms control, weapons of mass destruction along with their delivery systems can
threaten the destruction of the planet. Proper arms control requires limits on the destructive
capability of the weapon, the number of weapon systems, along with the associated ranges and
velocities of their delivery systems. There need to be limits as to their distribution and who may
acquire such systems. All of these agreements must have reliable means of compliance
verification. Without such assurance, the arms control is neither stable nor secure.

Arms control of proliferation of WMD
There needs to be a list of WMD, the distribution of which is prohibited Weapons of these types
would include bioweapons, the controlled focus of which is impossible. Any terrorist group
attempting to acquire such weapons would be a threat to false flag attacks and the spread of war.
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Caveat: It’s a Wonderful World if we can Preserve it IV
Gradual reciprocal WMD arsenal reduction
In the event of a growing imbalance of forces, or a conflict between countries in possession of
WMD,a protocol of reciprocal reduction of WMD arsenals should be initiated to de-escalate the
risk of global holocaust. The delivery systems of these weapons would have to be included in the
repeated reciprocal reduction of WMD and their delivery systems, all of which would have to be
verified to coordinate the mutual de-escalation.

Membership in the Global Security Pact
In the event of a growing imbalance of alliance forces, or a conflict between countries in
possession of WMD,a protocol of reciprocal reduction of WMD arsenals should be initiated to
de-escalate the risk of global holocaust. The delivery systems of these weapons would have to
be included in the repeated reciprocal reduction of WMD and their delivery systems, all of which
would have to be verified to coordinate the mutual de-escalation. To provide for a global security,
any country acquiring such WMD systems would have to become a member to the Arms Control
Pact or suffer global pariah status with all attendant sanctions.
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A brief excursion into exo-politics
We have to consider aspects of history that are controversial if
we are to ascertain the hidden driving forces to arrive at a
plausible interpretation.
In this presentation, we offer some points worthy of
consideration, from which may emerge a more gentle, civilized,
and sophisticated orientation to others.
We don’t have to accept all of these events as presented, but
we should consider them for their authenticity, reality, and
contribution to our development.
Lessons from lost history are possible: We need to
acknowledge, understand, and treat all sentient beings with
respect, civility, compassion, and justice.
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More emphasis might be given to Diplomatic (soft power)
development
Foreign aid to emerging democratic countries.
2 Foreign aid to non-governmental democratic organizations
3 We should try to reach international agreements as to
protocols with Aliens
4 CDC guidance and support for the WHO.
5 More civilized methods of conflict resolution
Bilateral arrangements
Multilateral alliances
Global organizations like the UN and its agencies
6 To develop systems of conflict resolution that preclude
escalation into areas that would be mutually and/or collectively
destructive.
7 Try to develop de-escalation (mutual reciprocal agreement)
ladders for areas of high threat potential.
1
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Ancient historical developments 1
The Mahabarrata tells of Vimanas (flying cities or ships) that were
used in wars and to carry gods hither and yon.
The oral legends of the Navaho, Ute, and Hopi as well as
petroglyphs & legends refer to the star people, from whom we
came.
Sumarian Cuneiform writings refers to such beings.
Mayan and Aztec artifacts revealed by the Mexican government
exhibit space suits with artificial breathing apparatus and flying
machines.
Renaissance paintings of flying saucers over the Birth of St. John.
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If the provenance is valid, The Fifteenth Century Painting
of Madonna and the Birth of Saint Giovaninni, what are
the implications for our real history?

Enlarged flying saucer in the upper
right of the painting.
Madonna and the birth of St.
Giovaninni
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Air war over Nuremberg in 1561
1561 Air Battle over Nuremberg painted on broadsheet by Hans
Wolff Glaser in Figure 1 (Wikipedia) [3]

Figure 1: 1561 Broadsheet of sky-battle over Nuremberg by Has Wolff
Glaser [3]
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Ancient historical developments II
If the following painting is authentic, and not some objét d’art forged by counter-intelligence
”Mirage Men” to divert the aficionados from the real truth, what are the implications for our
visitations by extraterrestrials ( ETs) [24].
1486 Carlo Crivelli painting of flying saucer beaming on woman in prayer (Fig. 2.)”The.
Annunciation, with St. Emidius” [1].

Figure 2: 1486 Renaissance painting by Carlo Crivelli
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Ancient Mayan artifacts revealed in by Mexican
government in 2011 may imply Alien visitation

Ancient Mayan artifact of a
Ancient Mayan artifact of a flying
possible alien visitor in space suit
machine
Alternatively, they may have been artistic attempts to describe
aspirations of the capability of flight to man rather than to describe the
appearance of E.T. visitors to this planet.
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Recent historical review I
1 1936 Black Forest Flying Saucer crash in Germany.
2 Hans Kammler (Dr. Walter Dornberger), who reportedly died in four different ways, was in
charge of jet aircraft and vengence weaponry for the Nazi SS but was at Bel Aircraft in the U.S..
3 1944-1945 Operation Paperclip
4 Victor Schauberger worked on Die Glocke anti-gravity under direction of the SS before
turning over his data to the U.S..
5 Haneubu models 1 through 4
6 MJ-12 was placed in charge of the subject.
7 June 24, 1947 pilot Kenneth Arnold, flying near Mt. Ranier, observed 9 flying saucers.
8 1947 Roswell crash.
9 1948 March Aztec, N.M. crash written up later by Frank Scully.
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Recent historical review II

10 1950 March Farmington, N.M. sighting of saucer armada.
11 1952 July Washington, D.C. buzzed by flying saucers
12 1954 February 20-21 Eisenhower secret rendezvous with E.T.s at Muroc (Hollomann) AFB
according to Art Campbell and Bill Kirkland at X-Conference in 2009.
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Number of Visitors acknowledged
Former Canadian Minister of Defense Paul Hellyer: 4
USAF Office of Special Investigations, Richard C. Doty: 5
US Army Sgt. Clifford Stone (retired) : 57+

Former Canadian Minister of
Defense, Paul Hellyer

USAF Offiice of Special
Investigator
Richard C. Doty, retired
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US ARMY Sergeant Clifford J. Stone, retired

Figure 3: former US Army Sgt. Clifford Stone
According to Stone, ”We are about to begin to travel in space.”
Soon, we will be appear to be traveling in some else’s UFOs.
How would we want to be welcomed and treated? [19] [10].
The one thing they teach us is that we are probably not alone. There is ample evidence that
have been probably been visited for millennia.
Whether in the Bible, history, or in current events, Ebens and human beings continue to
teach us how important it is that we be as good as we can be to one another. Diversity is the
norm. Tolerance and respect for it should be de regèur. We have to work within that milieu to
render the world a better and more habitable place if it is to be preserved.
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The late US Army Sergeant Clifford J. Stone, ret.,
admitted serving as a member of top secret UFO crash
retrieval team left us with something to think about

Stone claimed to know of more than 57 species of visiting Ebens.
He made this statement in public at the National Press Club in Washington, D.C. on
December 9, 2001 that there are more than 57 species of Aliens that have visited earth.
He made the point that they are not hostile and pose no threat to our national security [10].
As Commander David Fraver, flying an F-18-F ”Super-hornet,” said in checking out the tic-tac
UFO on Nov. 14, 2004 that the UFO capabilities were beyond anything he was aware that we
had. I would infer that if the tic-tac craft was hostile, his plane would not have fared so well. He
was judiciously non-provocative. I would have recommended that he should have tried to
communicate in a friendly way with the craft.
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Five of the E.T. Visiting species

Figure 4: Five of the visiting E.T. species–specifically, a Grey, Eben, Nordic,
Haplaloid, and a Trantaloid
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Less well-known visitors
1

David Adair has mentioned Aquafarians

2

Silicon based E.T.

3

among others

David Adair spoke of this species

Randy Cramer claimed to have
encountered an insectoid
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Draco Reptilians
The existence of Draco-Reptilians was reported by Romanian
General Emil Strainu.
Reptilians have vertical slits for pupils.
Draco refers to having wings and being capable of flight as found in
Figure 25.
They are reportedly imperialist conquerors who prefer others to do
the fighting for them.
Rumored to have been allied with Nazis and to have had a secret
base in Antarctica, with whom Adm. Byrd had a run-in on Operation
High Jump in Antarctica after WWII 1946-1947.
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Reptilians and Draco Reptilians

a Reptilian
Winged Draco Reptilian.
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Heplaloids
The Helplaloid home is reported to be Planet Damco in the Cygna arm

Figure 5: ”Skinny Bob”
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Archquloids were reported to have secretly meet
President Eisenhower in February 20-21, of 1954
Ike secretly meets with the Archquloids extra-terrestrials at Muroc (now Edwards) AFB on
Feb 19-21, 1954.
The Greada Agreement: Providing a secret base for the E.T.s in return for help with reverse
engineering of their craft [13].
These Archquloid extraterrestrials (ETs) has serpentine vertical pupils and pronounced
proboscis.
Nordics or Telosians offered technological help in return for unilateral nuclear disarmament.
The Russians had just tested a nuclear bomb in 1949 so the nuclear arms race was
launched. Hence, Eisenhower refused the offer.
Figure 6 depicts the appearance of an Archquloid with his translator device.
Figure 37 shows the Archquloid saucer landing at Muroc AFB.
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Sources of secret meetings
Robert Oppenheimer and Albert Einstein (June, 1947) ”Relations
with inhabitants of other celestial bodies.” [28]
April 4, 1951 Psychological Strategy Board guided by G. Grey
would develop policies for cold war protocols under MJ-12.
Paul Blake Smith, 2021, President Eisenhower’s Close
Encounters,an Amazon Kindle book.
Howe, L.M. 2021 Gaia Truth Hunter season 1 lecture 8.
Howe, L.M. 2021 Gaia Truth Hunter season 1 lecture 10.
Paul Blake Smith, (2021) President Eisenhower’s Close
Encounters, an Amazon Kindle book.
Michael Salla, Ph.D. (2012) Galactic Diplomacy: Getting to Yes with
E.T.. [5]
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Early US contactees were closely monitored I
They were contacted to help prepare the Earth for Galactic Status
and the obsolescence of nuclear weapons and their ballistic delivery
systems.
1

2 Acknowledgment that Aliens exist and live among us. We are not
alone. Nor have we been alone. We have been visited for millennia.
3

We must be willing to acknowledge Millenial hospitality.

George Van Tassel’s annual conferences at Giant Rock became an
annual festival reportedly attended by Federal agents Van Tassel
claimed ETs gave him the secret to preserve youth and he set about
building the Integratron to assist this process but died before he could
complete it.
4
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Early US contactees were closely monitored II
George Adamsky was visited by Orthon who claimed to be a
Venusian [30].
5

Orthon tried to suggest that the U.S. should not shoot at the
saucers. This was not accepted at first by the U.S. government.
6

7 Val Thor also claimed to be from Venus and became a VIP
consultant to the Eisenhower Administration for his three year visit [16,
chap6].

Daniel Fry, Dan Sherman, and George Hunt Williamson were other
contactees. Sherman bowed out when he learned about the
abductions.
8
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Early US contactees were closely monitored III
9 Howard Menger was one of Val Thor’s contactees. Menger lived in
High Bridge, N.J. [16, Chap6].

US counterintelligence was fearful that foreign powers could use
leverages against the national interest for which reason the FBI,
USAF-OSI, MJ-12, and the CIA monitored contactee activities [24].

10

Extraterrestrial exposure Act authorized detention if they came into
contact with an ET and if it was deemed to be of national interest [5],
[24].

11
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Early Non-U.S. contactees
1 Janus, a self-proclaimed E.T., contacted Prince Philip of the U.K..
2 Professor Hernandez was contacted by Elyense (Lya), an E.T. posing as a student, in Mexico
1972-74 admitted that she was from the Andromeda Galaxy [16, chap6].
3 Maurizio Cavallo was enticed by an E.T. named Suell, meet other E.T.s , according to Paola
Harris, in Italy.
4 In Italy, in the Pescara region, near the Adriatic Sea, the Amicizia (friendship) society
consisted of human looking ETs lived in underground bases. and were helped by amicable locals
5 Luis Fernando Mostajo, an architect from Bolivia, was another contactee who reported
having been taken to Venus and a moon of Jupiter called Gannymeade, where he observed
other alien civilizations alive and well. Fernando Mostajo also reported a submerged reserve of
aliens residing in Lake TiticcaTitivateta, Mexico. If these reports are true, we have many more
relations to explore [5].
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Prominent astronauts who have indicated that we have
been visited by Extraterrestrials
1 Gordon Cooper, one of seven US astronauts in Project Mercury, observed a flying saucer
landing at Edwards AFB in 1957, had written to the United Nations about his having observed
Alien craft far more capable than anything he knew about possessed by our military.
2 Dr. Edgar Mitchell, the sixth man to walk on the moon, believed that Alien visitation had been
to explore our military development and to guide us onto a more peaceful path.
3 Buzz Aldrin had admitted to having seen Alien UFOs in space. He passed a lie detector test
on the matter as well.
4 Pavel Popovich, a Russian Cosmonaut, commander of Vostok 4 and Soyuz 14, while flying
home with a delegation of scientists, saw a triangular shaped UFO.
5 Donald Slayton, an American Astronaut, flying a P-51 mustang observed a flying saucer.
6 There were others.
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Pre-eminent issues

1 Establishment of a protocol for communication. The protocol entails learning a common
language through which communication will take place. Most Ebens communicate via telepathy.
2 Provision of essential environmental resources : clean air, potable water, adequate food,
fruit, and vegetables, nutrients, along with adequate facilities for sewage and waste removal.
3 Provision of adequate environmental requirement: tolerable temperature range, viral and
bacteriological contamination.
4 Emergency provisions for decontamination and hospitalization to save and secure lives of
sentient beings from danger of deficiency to any of the following.
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5 Sources of efficient fuel may be needed. Provisions for these should be available.
6 Protection from threats to the foregoing from tornados, floods, extreme snow storms, deep
freezes, or hurricanes, etc.
7 Issues of colony settlement, cross-cultural tutelage, travel, and acculturation would have to
be addressed.
8 We should try to be kinder, compassionate, and more protective of the flora and fauna in our
environment. We need to treat Cataceans with more decency. If Whales, dolphins, and other
sentient creatures sharing our earth do not threaten us, we should not needlessly hunt or hurt
them.
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Archquloids arrive to secretly meet with Eisenhower in
1954

Figure 6: Archquloid from Planet Pontel with universal translator device in
hand
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Archquloids secretly meet with President Eisenhower in
Feb. 19-21, 1954

Figure 7: Archquloid saucer landing at Muroc (now Edwards) AFB
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Archquloids were cloned by EBENS acc. to Casey’s
briefing of President Reagan on 6-8 March 1981

Source was a report Linda Moulton Howe read of that briefing [7].
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ET communication was reportedly established

A 3 minute message was beamed at Messier 13 by 24 scientists at
Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico in the early 1970s [14].
1

Messier 13 is a cluster of 300,000 stars about 24,000 light years
away.
2

3

Project Sigma permitted communication [14] [16] [15].

4

Project Plato pursued the exchange program as Project Serpo [25].
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The Greada Agreement Feb. 20, 1954 concluded with
the Greys instead
1 Reported conditions of agreement: There would be a scientific exchange over a ten year
period, later reported to have lasted for 1964-1978 [25], [26].
2 There would be an exchange advanced technology in return for secret bases.
3 Shower heads on bases would have two nozzles: One for water and one for enzymes, to be
supplied by the Alien visitors [22].
4 They would bring their own food source, which we would have to learn to culture at Area
51 [22].
5 List of all abductees who would be returned to place of abduction without injury and without
memory of the event.
6 Eisenhower reportedly did not believe we could effectively prevent the abductions and
genetic experimentation so we relented.
7 It provided for secret bases for the Ebens on Government or Reservation land.
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8 Ebens could conduct experiments on abducted persons or twins as long as they would not
be harmed.
9 Genetic experimentation to fortify species for space travel and to prevent Eben species from
dying off.
10 Memories of the experiments and tests would be erased.
11 May have included animals (cattle or sheep) to test for effects of radiation contamination from
areas where secret or underground tests had been performed.
12 Organs or sampled organs were probably removed with harmonic or laser scalpels which
cauterized the wounds.
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Extraterrestrial Exposure Law 1969-1977

1

enforced by special operations cadres

to protect the health and security of the population from exposure to
non-terrestrial pathogens
2

monitored by NASA and may result in quarantine of citizens without
appeal
3
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Treaty records
Because the Archquloids wanted nuclear disarmament in return for
technological support, Eisenhower declined to accept their terms.
The Treaty was signed with the Greys instead.
Owing to the repeated Saturday July 1952 overflight of Washington,
D..C. by saucers, which out-maneuvered our scrambled interceptors
and spotted on radar, it was becoming more difficult to maintain their
confusion with Project Mogul weather balloons.
Original treaty papers were reportedly kept at the Brookings
Institute [13], [16].
Is this agreement valid and enforceable if not formerly ratified?
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Small Greys were about 3.5’ tall and usually took
directions from tall Greys and/or Mantis Ebens

Figure 8: small grey
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Tall Greys were about 5’.6” -9’ tall and reportedly
concluded the Greada Treaty with President Eisenhower
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Treaty records
Because the Archquloids wanted nuclear disarmament in return for
technological assistance, Ike refused.
The Treaty was signed with the Greys instead the following year.
Original papers of the treaty were reportedly kept at the Brookings
Institute [16]. [13]
Is this agreement valid and enforceable if not formerly ratified?
Friendly aliens should be treated with greatest respect and
deference. We may need them to facilitate the pacific and amicable
settlement of important disputes.
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Lyrans follow a type C intervention protocol & came to
earth about 22 million years ago [5, 95]
Michael E. Salla describes four intervention protocols pursued by different alien species:
1 Type A: Extraterrestrials establish ground teams and Earth bases with members integrating
into human society for monitoring and influencing humanity’s evolution. Vital interests of
individuals are respected.
2 Type B:Extraterrestrials physically contact individuals, share information, take individuals into
their ships to witness advanced technologies, and/or take individuals to extraterrestrial bases or
societies. Vital interests of individuals are respected.
3 Type C: type C: hands-off approach: esoteric telepathic communication & spiritual guidance.
4 Type D: Extraterrestrials establish technology exchange agreements with covert government
entities and/or gain permission for genetic upgrade programs, and basing rights. Vital interests of
individuals are NOT respected. [5, 95].
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Nikolai Kardashev’s scale of energy control
1

Type 0: Control only of fossil fuels, mining, chemicals and uranium.

Type 1: Control over planetary energy, from the Wind, waves,
geothermal, volcanic, seismic energy, and planet’s energy grid.
2

3

Type 2: Control over solar energy and coronal mass ejections.

Type 3: Control over Galactic energy and galactic super-waves and
black holes
4

Type 4: Control over universal energy can control pulsars and black
holes.
5
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First Lyrans came to earth about 22 million years ago

Figure 10: Pleiadians are descendants of the Lyrans
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Lyrans from Pleiades
Reported to come from the ring nebula of Lyra
Lyrans are our oldest ancestors, keepers of the Galactic history of earthlings [16].
Pleiadians are descendants of the Lyrans
large black almond eyes
have fought battles with Greys in past and warned Billy Meier about their lack of empathy &
wisdom in dealing with earthlings
type B intervention protocol with personal interaction, giving rides on craft, and warnings
about negative E.T. species.
Primary mission is to warn Earth about negative ET species: e.g., Greys with whom they had
wars in past.
Despite the UFO ... Contact from Semjase, the Pleiadians were the first to warn Earth about the
danger that Grey aliens posed. The Pleiadians accused the Greys of having a lack of wisdom and
empathy when using technologically inferior humans to serve their evil, remorseless purposes.
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Semjase, a Pleiadian, allowed herself and friends to be
photographed while visiting Billy Meier
Investigated by USAF Lt. Col. Wendelle C. Stevens and no evidence
of fraud was found.

Figure 11: Cosmonaut Semjase, a Pleiadian, visiting Billy Meier in
Switzerland
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Pleiadians: Source ( Gostica.com)
Pleiadians reportedly were descendants of the Lyrans
the Pleiades star cluster is about 440 light-years from earth
Semjase assured Billy that he would be their representative on earth.:
that they came from Taygeta with main planet Erra [16].
We are neither guardians of Earth nor beings of God-sent angels or similar. Many persons
suggest we are watching over Earth and her beings and would control their fates. This is not true
because we only perform a self-selected mission which has nothing to do with supervising or
regulating Earth’s fate. Thus it is wrong to expose us as superterrestrial messengers and
guardians.
Lt. Col. Wendell Stevens visited Billy Meier and had his photos and other material tested. No
evidence of fraud or fabrication was found (Stevens, Lt. Col. W. C., UFO ... Contacts from the
Pleiades - Vols 1 & 2).
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Semjase
Semjase was reported to have been identified as Maria Orsic, the Vril society leader, who
allegedly channelled the ”beamship” blue-prints to the Nazi SS.]
More current reports indicate the Pleiadians were trying to help mankind find freedom through
education and consciousness raising from oppressive social structures.
More recent Interaction with the Pleiadians seems overwhelmingly positive.
SemJase seemed to maintain that they Greys were taking advantage of us.

Figure 12:

Semjase, the female Pleiadian, appeared to be Maria Orsic, acc. to Lt. Col. Wendelle .C. Stevens’s report of
what Billy Meier told him.
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SemJase’s Beamship

Figure 13: SemJase’s Beamship
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Vegans

Some, like the Arcturians (see picture on page 61), have blue skin,
just like the Goddess Vishnu.
In The book of Enoch, intermarriage between the Nephilim and
humans and produced a race of giants that eventually died off [16].
In a parallelism, Billy Meier mentions genetic experimentation
between Lyrans and Vegans and humans produced a race of hybrid
human –animals that eventually died off [16]
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Valiant Thor, who claimed to be from Venus, appeared
indistinguishable from an ordinary human,
Frank Stranges in Stranger at the Pentagon in the (1997 revised ed. ) reported Valiant Thor to be a VIP guest and consultant to
the Eisenhower administration for his 3 year visit. Hosted by the Pentagon, Thor wrote several books while visiting Washington,
D.C. and his friends, Howard and Connie Menger, in High Bridge, N.J. Their ships were similar to those reported by earlier
contactees: namely, George Adamski in Flying Saucers have Landed (1953) by Desmond Leslie and George Adamski [30].

Figure 14: Valiant Thor wrote several books during his three year visit
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Valiant Thor with his space-traveling companions.
Valiant Thor, Jill, and Don visiting High Bridge, New Jersey.

Figure 15: Jill (left), Don(middle), and Valiant Thor (right) visiting Howard &
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Telosians, tall whites
Telosians were honored guests of the Pentagon, living on the Nellis
range near Indian Springs, Nev.
Friends of Charles James Hall, Jr. about whom he wrote in his
Millennium Hospitality Vols 1-5 series.

Figure 16: Tall White, Telosian
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Quadloids
Putatively carnivores.
Linda Moulton Howe claims she read that Quadloids were cloned by Ebens from humanoid
lizards and praying Mantis aliens [7].
Some are reptilian in appearance and reported to live in subterranean tunnel systems.
Very intelligent and wise ETs according to Preston Dennett [17].
Mantis insectoid (shapeshifters) Ebens.
reportedly created by Ebens From Planet Otto in the Zeta Reticuli (approx. 39.5 light years
from Earth) system

Mantis alien confronting young boy

Lacerta: a humanoid reptilian reportedly
interviewed in Sweden on youtube
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Trantaloids
potentially hostile alien visitor (HAV) from Planet Silas in the
Zeta-Reticuli system
home is 10.5 light-years away in the third planet from Epsilon
Eridani in the constellation Eridanus
an insectoid species
suspected of performing experiments on humans
reputed to cross-bread with humans
may be responsible for some cattle mutilations
reportedly capable of appearing human ( from Briefing of Ronald
Reagan by DCI William Casey and others on E.T. presence on Earth)
reportedly potentially dangerous to humans [7].
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Some Ebens remain aloof and others have been
attacked by panicked local people
Other Ebens, who remain aloof from humans, due to human
tribalistic, ethnocentric, xenophobic and hostile attitudes toward others:

Arcturians are among the more
advanced and reserved Ebens,
concerned that our
inter-relationships are too barbaric
and wasteful

reported on Aug 22 1955 in
Hopkinsville, Ky., at the Sutton
farm.
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Operation High Jump: The Secret Antarctic War 26 Aug.
1946- February,1947
Admiral Byrd was put in charge of Operation High Jump.
Manifest objective: Explore Antarctica. Covert objective: Roust Nazis from Fourth Reich
bases.
Attack on Byrd’s forces began on March 3, 1947 and forced to flee.
Aircraft losses included two planes, two helicopters, and 4 aircraft lost, according to Peter
Anderson, Office of Polar Programs, National Science Foundation, there were four aircraft lost in
Operation High Jump.
Haunebu saucers participated in the attack.
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Military engagements in the 1960s and 70s
1 1976 Teheran. Attempted interception of flying saucer in restricted military airspace.
Flight and fire control capability in F-14 is disabled until pilot breaks off attempted
interception.
Only then does he escape crash and is able to return to base.
2 Vietnam War
PT boats request help from saucer attack.
Other PT boat arrives and witnesses the destruction of the boat that had called SOS
Responding PT-boat fires on saucer
Attack on Allied Aussie destroyer with identical shells fired at the saucer from
responding PT boat 2.
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May 1951 US troops disabled during the Korean War

Private Wall’s troops ordered villagers to evacuate and declares village as free-fire zone.
Saucer monitors
Shelling begins
Private Wall obtains permission to fire armer piercing bullets on saucer
Saucer returns beam irradiating US troops, who are weakened, disabled and needed mobile
evacuation.
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Tragic accidents, unexplained disappearances, and
unfortunate deaths may follow from ignorance of
potential hazards I
1 Jan 7, 1948: Capt. Thomas F. Mantell’s P-51 Mustang crashed when he tried to intercept a
flying saucer (unidentified arial phenomenon).
2 Nov. 23, 1953. First Lt. Mencla and 2nd Lt. Robert L. Wilson were scrambled at Kinross AFB
to investigate a UFO over Soo Locks on the Canadian border. Acc. to Donald Keyhoe, USMC,
the radar blips merged into one which continued northward. The F-89C crew disappeared.
3 May 1967 Stefan Michalak stomach was burned when a saucer took off while he was too
close at Falcon Lake, Manitoba, Canada.
4 Jan 1978 Death of small Grey eben at Fort Dix, McGuire AFB, NJ.
5 Oct 21 1978 Pilot Frederick Valentich disappeared after coming into contact with UAP off the
southern coast of Australia
6 1980 Christmas Holiday 1980 Betty Cash- Vicky Landrum were exposed to radiation leaking
from a reverse engineered UFO. Exposure may accelerated death in one or more persons.
Special operations military retrieved it but would not acknowledge ownership.
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Tragic accidents, unexplained disappearances, and
unfortunate deaths may follow from ignorance of
potential hazards II

7 1980 Boxing Day RAF Bentwaters irradiation of military security personnel Sgt.. John
Burroughs & Jim Penniston in their approaching and/or touching the UFO..
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Lessons Learned

Figure 18: Stefan Michalak’s abdominal grid-pattern burns from proximity to
saucer as it took off from the Falcon Lake rock outcropping, Manitoba,
Canada May 1967
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Caveats for investigation- Approaching the craft:
Warnings 1

1 Be sure the craft and its landing zone is not emitting radioactivity
before approaching it (Figure 18).
2 Do not touch craft surface before landing until it has removed its
accumulated ionized plasma sheath by landing and grounding.
3 Meta-material surface can carry information via nanotubular
photonic channels in non-ionizing frequencies, exposure to the
harmonics of which can be biologically harmful to humans [2], [7].
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Exposure to ET pathogens can be lethal

Figure 19: Photo of captured ET, exposure to whom led to a healthy 23 year
old Brazilian military policeman’s death in Brazil about 23 days thereafter

a possible reason for Extraterrestrial Exposure Law in U.S.
Data from Operation Plato reportedly held by Robert Bigelow (Bigelow
Aerospace).
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Similar Eben spotted in Brazil

Figure 20: Photo of Similar EBEN spotted in Brazil
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Caveats for investigation, interception or attack:
Warnings 2
1 to attack a flying saucer may led to self-destruction; UAPs have overwhelming
counter-measures and weapon systems: ETs can telepathically sense intended human
aggression [20].
2 Troops who shot at saucers have been disabled or killed in the Korean & Vietnam wars [20].
3 Predatory hunting and endangering of innocents is deprecated by some Eben species.
4 Deadly incident In Virgiñha, Brazil:
a young, healthy military policeman spotted an E.T., seized it, put it in his car, and took it to
the hospital for analysis (ET type in Figure 20).
After 23 days, his immune system collapsed, and he died from exposure to three ET
pathogens.
Attempted physical contact with an E.T. may jeopardize one’s health, if one does not
protect his or her self from pathogenic exposure.
5 When three Russian divers in 1982 at Lake Baikal, Russia, tried to capture some amphibian
Ebens , colloquially called ”the swimmers”, clad in silvery suits and helmets, at a depth of 50
meters in the lake.”the swimmers” set off an underwater explosion that forced the Russians to
suddenly surface, leading to the deaths of several Russian divers [23].
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Caveats for investigation and travel - Warnings I
Assess environments to be visited for hostility or permissiveness:
Backup of air supply and decontamination units if necessary.
1

Have appropriate apparel for trip and environments, allowing for
optimal thermal regulation and pressure regulation if necessary.
2

3

Decontaminate before entering or exiting such craft.

Ascertain adequacy of shielding from cosmic radioactivity and/or
inertial pressure if accepting interstellar travel. Check to be sure water
is safe for human consumption if used for cosmic ray shielding.
4

5

Be sure of security of nutrition and drink for trip.
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Caveats for investigation and travel - Warnings II
6 Study customs and commerce protocol and funds needed before
trip.
7

Pack needed first or second aid materials for trip.

Ascertain threat assessment and arms needed for protection for
travel and visit to other worlds from aliens and/or other wildlife.
8

Assurance of two-way trip, and emergency return if and when
necessary.
9

The failure to arrive at adequate WMD arms control will necessitate
the increased cosmic surveillance permissive action links on earth by
Ebens.

10
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Hypotheses about the Alien agendas
1 To prevent global nuclear war
2 To abolish racial ethnocentrism to open our minds to other species.
3 To preserve the environmental habitability of the planet
4 To reduce economic resource scarcity and war
5 Purpose of abductions: To genetically enhance the human species by genetic
experimentation and hybridization for space travel and global warming.
6 To render mankind sufficiently civilized to join a galactic federation (are we ready yet? )
7 Dr. Roger Leir, who passed away in 2014, had extracted alien implants from abductees and
found them made of extraterrestrial materials.
8 Subsequent research by Dr. Stephen Colbern found that these implants may be used to
track, monitor, and potentially influence humans.
9 They may want to teach man space law before he endeavors to engage in interplanetary
colonization, interstellar mining, refining, commerce, environmental protection, and the pacific
resolution of disputes before he begins polluting the galaxy and disturbing universal peace.
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Galactic Static Diplomatic Rules I
in hotspot areas
With respect to regions of countervailing alliances, contiguous border tension, racial or
ethnocentric intolerance, and challenged border integrity:

1 Can we delegate crisis managers to mediate or to de-escalate tensions as well as to
interpose peacekeeping operations during negotiations?.
2 Can we design protocols of military de-escalation through reciprocal graduated weapons
reduction?
3 Can these measures be applied to the range of delivery systems of such weapons systems?
4 Can we come to an agreement with all WMD powers to automatically attack or embargo any
state or alliance that initiates a first WMD strike?
5 Can we come to an agreement for mutual, reciprocal disarmament in limiting the ranges of all
delivery systems?
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Galactic Static Diplomatic Rules II

6 Can we come to an agreement for mutual, reciprocal disarmament in limiting the types of
weapon systems?
7 Can we come to an agreement for respect of the integrity of sovereignty of all states
members of the U..N. against cyberattacks against critical infrastructure and election systems?
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Galactic Static DiplomaIic Rules-cont’d

Can we develop an adequate surveillance system for all of the above
to be sure that no state violates the accords?
Can we impose collective sanctions against imperialistic states:
particularly, those that military seize and hold the territory of others?
Do we need the help of the ETs to design a system of de-escalation
with respect to all weapon-systems of mass destruction or disruption?
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Galactic Dynamic Diplomatic Rules
1 Can we regulate the technological defense development so as to
maintain countervailing development but not yield too advantageous a
posture?

Can we construct an automatically escalating sanction system
against proliferators of WMD or WMDisruption?
2

Can we surveil the growth rates of weapons systems to detect
aggressive intent or impending disequilibrium of balance of power?
3

4 Can we identify emerging threats by identifying systems that reduce
delivery time of WMD.?
5

Can we limit the extension of ranges of missiles that deliver WMD?

6

How can we verify protection of arms control surveillance systems?

7

Do we have sufficient redundancy to assure adequate arms control
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Transnational Terrorism and navigation constriction
1 Can we protect the weapons surveillance systems around the globe from attack?
2 Do we have backup systems in the event of an attempted attack on those systems?
3 Can we get alliance cooperation in preventing WMD non-proliferation?
4 We need to have a universal off-limits protection of our critical infrastructure–including our
electoral systems, power grids, nuclear, chemical, water treatment, health, food and agricultural
facilities, among others.
5 Can we interdict emerging threats by pirates or terrorists in the oceans and along areas of
coastal instability?
6 Can we identify and neutralize sects/cults or states trying to use nuclear, biological,
chemical, cyber, or electromagnetic weapons to extort their objectives?
7 We need to secure the transportation on land, the high seas, in the air, or in space.
8 How can or do we enlist the Ebens to help us prevent WMD holocaust?
9 How can or do we enlist the Ebens to help us make a more cooperative, productive, and
happier world?
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Implications and Directions for future research according
to Deardorf, J. Haisch, B., Maccabee, B., and Putoff,
H.E., 2005
1 We are not alone, Enrico Fermi. We are being visited and have been for some time [27].
2 The E.T. Hypothesis is now the most plausible scientific explanation of high quality UFO
sightings.
3 This evidence challenges the findings of the 1968 Condon Committee ( which committee did
not have access to all the information on the subject) Report for the US AIr Force
4 Faster than light travel may be possible, by warping space with a form of ”warp drive” [27].
5 Maintenance of traversable wormholes needs to be researched.
6 E.T. presence may account for high quality UFO reports [27].
7 It may be possible to generate endless power from the vacuum of space, obviating the need
from fossil fuel for energy [27]. Examine the Searl Energy Generator [29].
8 Interstellar travel may be practical and practicable according to scientific principles not yet
understood [27].
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Other inconvenient implications I

1

We may not have complete control of our skies.

2 Some EBENS do not have vocal chords and communicate via
telepathy. Some humans may not be prepared for living in an
environment where there can be no expectation of mental privacy of
thought. A hive-mind is not an environment with which people may feel
comfortable. Nor is it an environment that current U.S. law is advanced
enough to acknowledge or tolerate as yet.

High priority has to be given to developing a mutual communication
system or language.
3
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Other inconvenient implications II
Binary choice logic is a primitive choice. Entities may be friend, foe,
lost, or neutral, and/or unknown. If unknown and/or neutral or lost, the
Eben should not be presumed hostile. It may be potentially friendly if
properly approached.
4

The advantages of a non-hostile assumption may far outweigh a
hostile assumption.
5

Preston Dennett has written about many ”miraculous healings”
performed by EBENs for individuals selected by them aboard their
craft [18]. These actions indicate their benevolence with regard to
people.
6
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Other inconvenient implications III
Captain Jeffrey Flynn, retired notes that the Russians were trying to
develop a LIDA machine since the 1950s to read and control human
minds and behavior. We have to have a system to prevent abusive
application of such a system to disable people [31]. For more
information, refer to Cheryl Welsch [32].
7

It is better to be kind, compassionate, seeking an understanding
than to presume hostility when we have not identified the craft.
8

9 It is better to communicate and to inquire before jumping to
erroneous conclusions.
10

Inadvertent hostile posture should be avoided if at all possible.
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Other inconvenient implications IV

EBENS should be treated as diplomatic envoys of other political
systems and granted every possible courtesy.

11

There is ample evidence that some of them may have been here
before our governments were formed.

12
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